Jerome Le Banner NOT Fighting for It's Showtime on May 14th
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There has been a persisting rumor about K-1 legend Jerome Le Banner and his next fight
possibly being in his home country of France for kickboxing's new powerhouse,
It's Showtime
. There was actually a rumor that he was the leading name to fight
Badr Hari
for his comeback fight. The reality is, a fight like Le Banner is incredibly risky for a fighter who is
still a top prospect at this point and has yet to reach the top of the mountain. No one wants a
guy to lose momentum taking a KO to a tough vet like JLB.

So, there have been talks of JLB still fighting on the card and a few people have flat out asked
me if he will be fighting or if we know anything. Since It's Showtime also dangled a possible JLB
fight over our heads at the recent Amsterdam card with a JLB sighting in the crowd and the
announcers making a rather crass reference to us "seeing more from him soon," the rumors
have just strengthened. It has gone as far as people saying it was a done deal that JLB was
fighting in May.

Sadly, LiverKick.com today confirmed that just is not true. We spoke with the Hyper Battle
Cyborg himself to see if this strong, persisting rumor held any weight and the sad truth is that
Jerome Le Banner will not be fighting on the card and for right now, you might want to power
down on the Hyper Battle Cyborg hype train coming to It's Showtime. Just for the time being,
though. Expect more Jerome Le Banner news shortly, but just not for the It's Showtime Lyon
show.
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